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ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
May, 2021

Ellis, James, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Social Work, School of Social Work, August 30, 2021 – May 31, 2025

Fallahi Sichani, Mohammad, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 29, 2024

Kira, Mari J., Assistant Professor of Psychology, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, August 30, 2021 – May 31, 2024

Menke, Marie, M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, March 1 – August 31, 2021

Nisar, Nauman, M.B.B.S., Clinical Instructor in Pathology, Medical School, March 1 – August 31, 2021

Paluga, Elizabeth A., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Strohbehn, Garth, M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 29, 2024

Swarup, Rajeev, M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED PROMOTIONS, JOINT APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS OR DISCIPLINE CHANGES OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Armenti, Stephen, from Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School to Clinical Instructor in Ophthalmology and Visual Science, Medical School, July 7 – August 31, 2021

Bicket, Amanda, from Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School to Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Medical School, September 28, 2020 – September 27, 2023

Capecelatro, Jesse S., from Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering to Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engineering, College of Engineering, August 31, 2020 – May 31, 2023

Julian, Megan M., from Clinical Lecturer in Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, April 1, 2021 – March 31, 2022
Meerkov, Meera S., from Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, March 4 – August 31, 2021

Michelson, Sarah, from Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School to Clinical Instructor in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School, July 1 – August 31, 2021

Patterson, Elissa H., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, Medical School, February 19, 2021 – August 31, 2022

Roby, Bryan K., from Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies and Assistant Professor of Middle East Studies, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies, Assistant Professor of Middle East Studies and Assistant Professor of History, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021 – May 31, 2026

Schuler IV, Charles F., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Mary H Weiser Food Allergy, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Sutkamp, Samantha, from Clinical Lecturer in Anesthesiology, Medical School to Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, Medical School, July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022

Taylor, Laura, from Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine and Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, March 4 – August 31, 2021

Turnier, Jessica, from Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Winder, Gerald S., from Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Associate Professor of Neurology, Medical School, February 19, 2021 – August 31, 2022

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED PROMOTIONS OF CLINICAL AND RESEARCH STAFF

Abdulaziz, Nada, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Abu-Isa, Eyad I., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiation Oncology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Adili, Reheman, from Research Assistant Professor, Pharmacology, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Pharmacology, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Ahmed, Asra Z., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Aleem, Ilyas, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Clinical Associate Professor of Neurosurgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Alfaro, Jose F., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Environment and Sustainability, School for Environment and Sustainability to Clinical Associate Professor of Environment and Sustainability, School for Environment and Sustainability, September 1, 2021

Ambani, Sapan N., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Urology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Urology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Anand, Jessica, from Research Investigator, Pharmacology, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Pharmacology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Anderson, Olivia S., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Nutritional Science, School of Public Health to Clinical Associate Professor of Nutritional Science, School of Public Health, September 1, 2021

Arlt, Martin, from Assistant Research Scientist, Human Genetics, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Human Genetics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

August, Carmella T., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Epidemiology, School of Public Health to Clinical Associate Professor of Epidemiology, School of Public Health, September 1, 2021

Ayyangar, Rita N., from Clinical Associate Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Banu, Mihaela, from Research Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering to Research Professor, Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, September 1, 2021

Bapuraj, Jayapalli R., from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Barbaro, Ryan, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Bassis, Christine, from Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Beck, Angela J., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health to Clinical Associate Professor of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, September 1, 2021
Berglund, Caroline, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Berman, Deborah R., from Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Birditt, Kira S., from Research Associate Professor, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research to Research Professor, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research, September 1, 2021

Bixby, Dale L., from Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Boyer, Daniel F., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Bozada, Katrina, from Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Branch, John D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Stephen M Ross School of Business to Clinical Associate Professor of Business Administration, Stephen M Ross School of Business, September 1, 2021

Briceno, Emily, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Cha, Kelly B., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Dermatology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Dermatology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Chan, May, from Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology and Clinical Associate Professor of Dermatology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Pathology and Clinical Professor of Dermatology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Cheung, Leonard, from Research Investigator, Human Genetics, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Human Genetics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Chung, Eugene H., from Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Coombe, Chris, from Assistant Research Scientist, Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health to Associate Research Scientist, Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, September 1, 2021

Daneshvar, Farah, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Dauw, Casey, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Urology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Urology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Davenport, Matthew S., from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology and Clinical Associate Professor of Urology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology and Clinical Professor of Urology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Davis, Melinda B., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

De Cardenas, Jose, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Denay, Keri L., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Duffy, Elizabeth A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing to Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, September 1, 2021

Ernst, Susan D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Farkash, Evan A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Faul, Jessica, from Associate Research Scientist, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research to Research Associate Professor, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research, September 1, 2021

Fennema, Jordan, from Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Fischer, Daniel C., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Social Work, School of Social Work to Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work, School of Social Work, September 1, 2021

Fontichiaro, Kristin M., from Clinical Associate Professor of Information, School of Information to Clinical Professor of Information, School of Information, September 1, 2021

Foo, Katrina, from Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Fraumann, Robert, from Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Freeman, Zachary T., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Laboratory Animal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Laboratory Animal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Gallagher, Gary W., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Neurology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ghani, Khurshid, from Clinical Associate Professor of Urology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Urology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Gonzalez, Juan, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Grant, John A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, September 2, 2021

Haas, Mary, from Clinical Instructor in Emergency Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Haase, Steven C., from Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery and Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Surgery and Clinical Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hadeed, Nicole, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hake, Mark E., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hakim, Mark, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine and Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hall, Timothy L., from Associate Research Scientist, Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering to Research Scientist, Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, September 1, 2021

Ham, Hannah, from Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Harms, Kelly, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Dermatology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Dermatology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hearn, Jason, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiation Oncology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Heidemann, Lauren A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Heth, Jason A., from Clinical Associate Professor of Neurosurgery and Clinical Associate Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Neurosurgery and Clinical Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hiltz, Barbara S., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Social Work, School of Social Work to Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work, School of Social Work, September 1, 2021

Hoenerhoff, Mark, from Clinical Associate Professor of Laboratory Animal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Laboratory Animal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hong, Shuangsong, from Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hopson, Laura R., from Clinical Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Emergency Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Hosler, Mirie, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Huang, Zirui, from Research Investigator, Anesthesiology, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Irby-Johnson, Nijuanna, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ivanova, Magdalena, from Research Assistant Professor, Neurology, Medical School and Research Assistant Professor, Biophysics, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Research Associate Professor, Neurology, Medical School and Research Associate Professor, Biophysics, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021

Jiao, Zhijie, from Associate Research Scientist, Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences, College of Engineering to Research Scientist, Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences, College of Engineering, September 1, 2021

Jones, Monica L. H., from Assistant Research Scientist, University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute to Associate Research Scientist, University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, September 1, 2021

Jongnarangsin, Krit, from Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Joseph, Shannon S., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ju, Wenjun, from Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Karl, Elisabeta, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Dentistry, Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, School of Dentistry to Clinical Associate Professor of Dentistry, Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, School of Dentistry, September 1, 2021

Kaza, Ravi K., from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kemp, Stephen, from Research Assistant Professor, Surgery, Medical School to Research Associate Professor, Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kim, Jennifer C., from Clinical Associate Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kim, Youngsoo, from Assistant Research Scientist, Chemistry, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Associate Research Scientist, Chemistry, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021

Kiningham, Robert B., from Clinical Associate Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Klein, Katherine A., from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Konopka, Kristine, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kovalszki, Anna, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kung, Theodore A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kupfer, Robbi A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Kwan, Kenneth, from Assistant Professor of Human Genetics and Research Assistant Professor, Michigan Neuroscience Institute, Medical School to Assistant Professor of Human Genetics and Research Associate Professor, Michigan Neuroscience Institute, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Lanigan, Thomas, from Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Latchamsetty, Rakesh, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Lee, Pearl, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Leja, Monika J., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Lenk, Guy, from Assistant Research Scientist, Human Genetics, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Human Genetics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Li, Gaoming, from Research Investigator, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Li, Ji-Yao, from Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Lieberman, Richard W., from Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology and Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Pathology and Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Lim, Courtney S., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Marshall, David F., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Masch, William R., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Maturen, Katherine E., from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology and Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology and Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Mazza, Michael B., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Mendonca, Gustavo, from Clinical Associate Professor of Dentistry, Department of Biologic and Materials Sciences, School of Dentistry to Clinical Professor of Dentistry, Department of Biologic and Materials Sciences, School of Dentistry, September 1, 2021

Menees, Daniel S., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Mills, John P., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Monroe, Kimberly K., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Monteiro Da Rocha, Andre, from Research Investigator, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Moore, Shannon, from Research Investigator, Michigan Neuroscience Institute and Research Investigator, Molecular and Integrative Physiology, Medical School to Research Investigator, Michigan Neuroscience Institute and Research Assistant Professor, Molecular and Integrative Physiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Morgan, Helen K., from Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Clinical Associate Professor of Learning Health Sciences, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Clinical Professor of Learning Health Sciences, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Naik, Abhijit, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Naughton, Margeaux, from Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Pajewski, Russell, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Palardy, Maryse, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Peng, David, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Penke, Loka R. K., from Research Investigator, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Perrone, Erin E., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Price, Deborah M., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing to Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, September 1, 2021

Prohaska, Natalie, from Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry and Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Quan, Taihao, from Research Associate Professor, Dermatology, Medical School to Research Professor, Dermatology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ramirez, Ixsy, from Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Reynolds, Paul I., from Sujit K and Uma A Pandit Professor of Pediatric Anesthesiology and Clinical Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School to Sujit K and Uma A Pandit Professor of Pediatric Anesthesiology and Clinical Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Rice, Michael D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Rockwell, Pamela G., from Clinical Associate Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Family Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Roederer, Ian, from Intermittent Lecturer in Astronomy and Assistant Research Scientist, Astronomy, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Intermittent Lecturer in Astronomy and Research Professor, Astronomy, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021

Rothberg, Amy E., from Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Rothenberg, Gary M., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ruff, Allison L., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Schechtman, Samuel A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Schrepf, Andrew, from Research Investigator, Anesthesiology, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Schulman, Allison, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Sciallis, Andrew P., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Shah, Nirav J., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Shankar, Prasad, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Shaw, Rebekah, from Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Singh, Sweta, from Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Smith, Graham, from Clinical Instructor in Emergency Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Smith, Roger D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Smith, Selena, from Assistant Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Assistant Research Scientist, Paleontology Museum, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Assistant Professor of Program in the Environment, School for Environment and Sustainability and College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Assistant Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Associate Research Scientist, Museum of Paleontology, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and the Arts and Assistant Professor of Program in the Environment, School for Environment and Sustainability and College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021

Sood, Suman, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Assistant Professor of Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine and Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Soroushmehr, Reza, from Research Investigator, Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics to Research Assistant Professor, Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Stojanovska, Jadranka, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Struble, Laura M., from Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing to Clinical Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, September 1, 2021

Sweier, Domenica G., from Clinical Associate Professor of Dentistry, Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, School of Dentistry to Clinical Professor of Dentistry, Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, School of Dentistry, September 1, 2021

Szerlip, Nicholas, from Clinical Associate Professor of Neurosurgery, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Neurosurgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Talusan, Paul, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Tang, Yi, from Assistant Research Scientist, Life Sciences Institute to Associate Research Scientist, Life Sciences Institute, September 1, 2021

Tank, Elizabeth, from Research Investigator, Neurology, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Neurology, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Tenishev, Valeriy M., from Associate Research Scientist, Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering, College of Engineering to Research Scientist, Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering, College of Engineering, September 1, 2021

Tien, Jean, from Research Investigator, Pathology, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Tong, Xin, from Research Assistant Professor, Molecular and Integrative Physiology, Medical School to Research Associate Professor, Molecular and Integrative Physiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Tribble, Alison, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Tripathi, Ashootosh, from Assistant Research Scientist, Life Sciences Institute to Associate Research Scientist, Life Sciences Institute, September 1, 2021

Tseng-Rogenski, Stephanie, from Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Associate Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Tucker, Ryan, from Clinical Instructor in Emergency Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Udager, Aaron M., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Udager, Kara G., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Uffner-Elliott, Nancy, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Theatre and Drama, School of Music, Theatre & Dance to Clinical Associate Professor of Theatre and Drama, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, September 1, 2021

Vander Lugt, Mark T., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Veliz, Philip, from Research Assistant Professor, Institute for Research on Women and Gender and Research Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing to Research Associate Professor, Institute for Women and Gender and Research Associate Professor, Nursing, School of Nursing, September 1, 2021

Viglianti, Benjamin, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Votta, Jennifer, from Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, September 1, 2021
Wagner, James, from Research Associate Professor, Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Research to Research Professor, Survey Research Center, Institute for Research, September 1, 2021

Wang, Chin-Wei, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Dentistry, Department of Periodontics and Oral Medicine, School of Dentistry to Clinical Associate Professor of Dentistry, Department of Periodontics and Oral Medicine, School of Dentistry, September 1, 2021

Wang, Mi, from Research Investigator, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Warren, Lee R., from Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Washer, Laraine L., from Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Westerhoff, Maria, from Clinical Associate Professor of Pathology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Pathology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Whiteside, Wendy, from Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Williamson, Craig A., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery and Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Neurosurgery and Clinical Associate Professor of Neurology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Wolf, Aaron, from Assistant Research Scientist, Earth and Environmental Sciences, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts to Associate Research Scientist, Earth and Environmental Sciences, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, September 1, 2021

Yablon, Corrie, from Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Medical School to Clinical Professor of Radiology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ye, Jing C., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School to Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Ye, Wen, from Associate Research Scientist, Biostatistics, School of Public Health to Research Scientist, Biostatistics, School of Public Health, September 1, 2021

Zhang, Qiang, from Research Investigator, Radiation Oncology, Medical School to Research Assistant Professor, Radiation Oncology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Zhao, Yanting, from Research Investigator, Pharmacology, Medical School to Assistant Research Scientist, Pharmacology, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Zikmund-Fisher, Brian, from Professor of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health and Research Associate Professor, Internal Medicine, Medical School to Professor of
Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health and Research Professor, Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

Boyd, Carol J., Deborah J Oakley Collegiate Professor Emerita of Nursing, Professor Emerita of Nursing, School of Nursing and Professor Emerita of Women’s Studies, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, January 1 – May 31, 2022

Chandler, William F., Professor Emeritus of Neurosurgery and Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021 - August 31, 2022

Chen, Xian, Clinical Assistant Professor Emerita of Internal Medicine, Medical School, June 12, 2021 – June 11, 2022

Donn, Steven M., Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Engleberg, N. Cary, Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine and Professor Emeritus of Microbiology and Immunology, Medical School, July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022

Faerber, Gary J., Professor Emeritus of Urology, Medical School, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Holland, Christine L., Clinical Assistant Professor Emerita of Internal Medicine, Medical School, February 18, 2021 – February 17, 2022

Jones, James W., Arthur F Thurnau Professor Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Materials and Metallurgical Engineering, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, College of Engineering, March 1, 2021 – February 28, 2022

Koenig, Ronald J., Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, Medical School, June 1, 2021 – May 31, 2022

Lozoff, Betsy, Professor Emerita of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, Medical School and Professor Emerita of Environmental Health Sciences, School of Public Health, February 16, 2021 – February 14, 2022

McGillicuddy, John E., Professor Emeritus of Neurosurgery and Professor Emeritus of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021 – August 31, 2022

Pitt, Bertram, Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, Medical School, September 1, 2021 – August 31, 2022

Ramnath, Suresh, Clinical Assistant Professor Emeritus of Neurosurgery, Medical School, September 1, 2021 – August 31, 2022
Terrell, Linda B., Clinical Assistant Professor Emerita of Internal Medicine, Medical School, June 1, 2021 to May 31, 2022

Wiley, Michael J., Professor Emeritus of Environment and Sustainability, School for Environment and Sustainability, April 1, 2021 – March 31, 2022

Young, Eric W., Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, Medical School, July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Beauchesne, Patrick D., Associate Professor of Anthropology, Department of Behavioral Sciences, with tenure, College of Arts, Sciences and Letters, The University of Michigan-Dearborn, sabbatical January 1 – April 30, 2021, to convert one of my courses to an online format and to complete a paper that outlines different components of health at Villamagna. Work will be done in Dearborn, Michigan.

Brainer, Amy K., Associate Professor of College Wide Programs, without tenure and Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Behavioral Sciences, with tenure, College of Arts, Sciences and Letters, The University of Michigan-Dearborn, sabbatical January 1 – April 30, 2021, to write a draft book manuscript that explores LGBTQ+ experiences with family-based immigration to the United States. Work will be done in Detroit, Michigan.

Kashlan, Osama, Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery and Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School, personal March 8 – August 31, 2021.

Razzoog, Michael E., Professor of Dentistry, Department of Biologic and Materials Sciences, with tenure, School of Dentistry, retirement furlough July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022

Richstone, Douglas O., Lawrence H Aller Collegiate Professor of Astronomy and Professor of Astronomy, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, retirement furlough January 1 – December 31, 2024

Schneider, Carl E., Chauncey Stillman Professor for Ethics, Morality, and the Practice of Law, Professor of Law, with tenure, Law School and Professor of Internal Medicine, without tenure, Medical School, retirement furlough March 22, 2021 – May 31, 2023, phased.

Strouse, Peter J., John F Holt Collegiate Professor of Radiology and Professor of Radiology, with tenure, Medical School, sabbatical April 1 – June 30, 2021, to continue work on child abuse imaging with the Society for Pediatric Radiology and Helfer Society. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
TERMINATIONS OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Appointment Completed

Dimoff, Maximilian R., Associate Professor of Music, without tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021

Franz, Hayden W., Clinical Lecturer in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Kohl, Rachael E., Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Law School, May 31, 2021

Meserve, Karen, Clinical Instructor in Nursing, School of Nursing, May 31, 2021

Minton, Geanine E., Clinical Instructor in Nursing, School of Nursing, UM-Flint, April 30, 2021

Mukherji, Somangshu, Associate Professor of Music, without tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021

Pastnak, James T., Clinical Lecturer in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Spaulding, Shane, Clinical Assistant Professor of Public Health and Health Sciences, College of Health Sciences, UM-Flint, April 30, 2021

Wiersma, Kailyn E. M., Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Deceased

Bernal, Luis P., Professor of Aerospace Engineering, with tenure, College of Engineering, April 7, 2021

Mazumder, Jyotirmoy, Robert H Lurie Professor of Engineering, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure and Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, without tenure, College of Engineering, April 10, 2021

Resigned

Berthaud, Jimmy V., Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, Medical School, May 31, 2021

Charlston IV, Larry, Clinical Associate Professor of Neurology, Medical School, March 12, 2021

Danziger, Phoebe D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School, May 17, 2021

Day, Barbara, Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, Medical School, March 26, 2021

Dynarski, Susan M., University Diversity and Social Transformation Professor, Professor of Public Policy, with tenure, Gerald R Ford School of Public Policy, Professor of Education, with tenure,
School of Education and Professor of Economics, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, May 31, 2021

Ervin, Jennifer N., Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine, Medical School, February 28, 2021

Fancy, Hussein A., Associate Professor of History, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, December 31, 2021

Francis, Gail, Clinical Instructor in Neurology, Medical School, April 30, 2021

Gonzalez, Anita L., Professor of Theatre and Drama, with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021

Lawlor, Elizabeth, Russell G Adderley Professor of Pediatric Oncology, Professor of Pediatrics, with tenure and Professor of Pathology, without tenure, Medical School, May 31, 2020

Liu, Xuefeng, Associate Professor of Nursing, without tenure, School of Nursing, March 31, 2021

Murphy, Dana, Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, April 30, 2021

Pirnie, Loreen, Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Saad, Richard J., Clinical Associate Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, April 7, 2021

Scott, Timothy, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, with tenure, College of Engineering, May 31, 2021

Shakkottai, Vikram, Associate Professor of Neurology, with tenure and Associate Professor of Molecular and Integrative Physiology, without tenure, Medical School, February 28, 2021

Thomas-Brown, Karen A., Professor of Education, with tenure, College of Education, Health and Human Services, UM-Dearborn, April 30, 2021

Verrill, Douglas S., Clinical Lecturer in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Visovatti, Scott H., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, March 26, 2021

Weinberg, Denis, Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Medical School, June 4, 2021

Wilson, Katherine, Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Medical School, June 30, 2021

Witgen, Michael, Professor of American Culture, with tenure and Professor of History, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, May 31, 2021
Retired

Awkward, Michael, Gayl A Jones Collegiate Professor of Afroamerican Literature and Culture, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Afroamerican and African Studies, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, May 31, 2021

Borgnakke, Claus, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, College of Engineering, June 30, 2021

Chensue, Stephen W., Professor of Pathology, with tenure, Medical School, April 3, 2021

Decker, Gary R., Assistant Professor of Theatre and Drama, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, April 30, 2021

Ellison, Julie, Professor of American Culture, with tenure, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Art, without tenure, Penny W Stamps School of Art and Design, May 31, 2021

Fredricksen, Janet M., Clinical Associate Professor of Performing Arts (Theatre and Drama), School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021

Graves, Kathleen P., Clinical Professor of Educational Studies, School of Education, May 31, 2021

Hansen, Kristina D., Associate Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, College of Arts and Sciences, UM-Flint, May 31, 2021

Harris, Marcelline R., Associate Professor of Nursing, with tenure, School of Nursing, June 30, 2021

Hedstrom, Margaret L., Robert M Warner Collegiate Professor of Information and Professor of Information, with tenure, School of Information, May 31, 2021

Jennings, Andrew W., Professor of Music (Violin), with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021

King, John L., William Warner Bishop Collegiate Professor of Information and Professor of Information, with tenure, School of Information, May 31, 2021

King, Patricia M., Professor of Education, with tenure, School of Education, May 31, 2021

Lesley, Marsha L., Associate Professor of Nursing, with tenure, School of Nursing, UM-Flint, December 31, 2021

Marinaro, Louis M., Professor of Art and Design, with tenure, Penny W Stamps School of Art and Design, May 31, 2021

Mehta, Varsha, Clinical Professor of Pediatrics, Medical School and Clinical Professor of Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, February 26, 2021
Murray, Kent S., Professor of Geology, Physical Sciences, Department of Natural Sciences, with tenure, College of Arts, Sciences and Letters, UM-Dearborn, April 30, 2021

Paulson, William R., Edward Lorraine Walter Collegiate Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures and Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, May 31, 2021

Perkins, Noel C., Donald T Greenwood Collegiate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, College of Engineering, June 30, 2021

Smith, Patricia K., Professor of Economics, Department of Social Sciences, with tenure, College of Arts, Sciences and Letters, UM-Dearborn, April 30, 2021

Strobbe, Stephen, Clinical Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing and Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Medical School, September 1, 2021

Svoboda, Frederic J., Professor of English, with tenure, College of Arts and Sciences, UM-Flint, May 31, 2021

Thomason, Sarah G., Bernard Bloch Distinguished University Professor of Linguistics and Professor of Linguistics, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, May 31, 2021

Whiting, Steven M., Professor of Music (Music History/Musicology), with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance, May 31, 2021